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Arsrnacr

Photometric measurement of rotation properties is described and iliustrated by measure-

ments for breithauptite Photometric measurements of ,4" can have 3 to 5 times the pre-

cision of visual n-reasurements, and photometric measurements ol 23 can be 5 to l0 times

as precise as visual n.teasurements Photometric measurements of maximurn precision are

more tinre-consuming than visual methods and require special adaptation of the analyzer,

but thel- have possible applications in measutement of standard values of rotation prop'

erties ancl in studies of cr1'stal orientation. The photometric method may also be usedlvith

ordinary microscope equipment as a substitute for the visual method. Measurements then

require no more time than visual methods and are equally precise.

INtRoouctroN

Measurement of the rotation properlies of an anisotropic mineral
grain invoh'es finding the settings of a rotating anaf,Yzer, or both the

analvzer and a rotating mica compensator, at which i l lumination of the

mineral is at a minimum. 1'his paper describes a photometric method of

finding these settings. The precision of the method is far greater than the
precision of the visual methods described by Berek (1937), Hall imond
(1951) and Cameron (1957,  1961).  The method has potent ia l  appl icat ions

to studies of cry'stal orientation in ores and metallurgical products'

EqurrunNr Euprovoo rN PHoroMETRrc MEASUREMENT

The equipment used consists basically of a Leitz Dialux-Pol micro-

scope with trinocular tube, a Photovolt 520-M photometer, a Cooke-

Wright slotted ocuiar, and a stabil izing circuit for the lamp of the

vertical i l luminator. The photomultiplier tube of the photometer is

housed 12 inches above the ocular on an extension tube. The Cooke-

Wright ocular, with analyzer, is mounted over the vertical tube of the

trinocuiar. The circular scale of the ocular is modified by attachment of a

graduated arc having a raditls of 6 in., compared to the 1.5 in' radius of

the unmodified ocular. The arc can be read to 0.01o against a special

vernter,
The stabii ization circuit for the l ight buib, designed b"" W. F. Berry

and J. H. Moses, of Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., is a combination of

a Sola 6V, 10A constant voltage transformer and a capacitor. Bausch and

Lomb 2nd order interference fi l ters with auxil iarv glass fi l ters are used to

provide essentially monochromatic l ight. The fi l ter pass bands have half-
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ROTATION PROPERTIES

widths of 8 to 10 mir. They are inserted in the extension tube; the ob-
server therefore sees the specimen in white l ight.

For maximum sensitivity, a Leeds-Northrup Speedomax G 10mv.
recorder is placed in series with the photometer galvanometer, and inten-
sit ies are read in terms of deflections resistered on the recorder chart.

GBNpner CoNsrnpnarroNs

If a polished section of an anisotropic mineral is rotated on the stage
to a 45" position, i.e., to a position midway between two adjacent extinc-
tion positions, the incident polarized vibration is resolved into two com-
ponents vibrating parallel to two mutually perpendicular vibration direc-
tions of the mineral. These directions now lie at 45o on either side of the
polarizer vibration direction. If the mineral is transparent, the reflected
portions of the two components differ only in amplitude, and the resul-
tant reflected vibration is linear. If the mineral is absorbing, the general
case for ore minerals, the components differ in both amplitude and phase.
The reflected resultant is an ell iptical vibration (Fig. 1).

The vibration eilipse is defined by the azimuth (A,) ol its semi-major
axis a referred to the vibration direction of the polarizer and by b/a, the
ratio of the length of the semi-minor axis to the length of the semi-major
axis. The azimuth is determined as the angle A,. The ellipticity is tan-l
b/a--8,2r1 being the phase difference for the two components of the
ell ipse at 45" to its axes. The purpose of photometric measurements is to
determine, for a given mineral, the values oI A, and 23. For a fuller dis-
cussion of the theory involved, reference may ls made to Berek (1937) or
Cameron (1961).

Pnorouprnrc MEASUREMENT

General remarhs. Steps involved in photometric measurement of rotation
properties correspond to those described by Cameron (1961, p. 120-136)
for the visual method. First, the 45" positions of the mineral grain under
investigation are determined. Second, the angle through which the
ar'alyzer must be rotated, from its zero position, to produce minimum
illumination at each 45o position is measured. In Fig. 1, this angular
rotation is AoQ,{t:,4,. Third, the mica compensator is inserted, and the
analyzer and mica compensator are rotated to find their respective posi-
tions of compensation (A1'and Gr'). At compensation, the mica com-
pensator reduces the ell iptical vibration to a l inear vibration (Op) that is
extinguished in the analyzer. The illumination of the mineral grain is now
at a minimum.

Deterrnination oJ 15' positi.ons. The first step in finding the 45o positions
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Frc 1. Diagram showing an elliptical vibration produced by an anisotropic mineral at

a 45'position, and the angular relations involved at compensation. Oq:a-."-i--uio.

axis of vibration ellipse; b-semi minor axis; An-zero position of analyzet (vibration,

direction AoO perpendicular to OP, vibration direction of polarizer). OGr" and OGz',

slow and fast ray vibration directions, respectively, of mica compensator when compensator

is at zero position. ArO vibration direction oI analyzer perpendicular to Oq; ArOAo:,4';

with mica compensator withdrawn from the system, the grain shows minimum illumina-

tion. Ar'O, Gr'O, and Gz'O, vibration directions of analyzer and slow and fast ray vibration

directions of mica compensator, respectively, at compensation (minimum illumination

with mica compensator in the system).

of a mineral grain is to locate its extinction positions as the stage is
rotated. For this, we use the relation between intensity of i l lumination
and the stage setting (Fig. 2) when an anisotropic minerai is rotated on
the stage with the analyzer and polarizer exactly crossed, the polarizer
vibration direction being parallel to the axis of rotation of the reflecting
piate. Experiments indicate that the intensity curve is symmetrical about
each position of maximum or minimum iilumination within the error of
measurement. Because the rate of change of intensity is small in the
vicinityof the positions of maximum and minimum il lumination,however,
these positions cannot be measured directly with a high degree of ac-
curacy. To determine extinction positions, pairs of points of equal inten-
sity on the curve, such as y and y/, or x and x/, are therefore used. One
extinction position must now be midway between point ) ', at a stage set-
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ting of 94", and point y/, at a stage setting of 136'; the extinction position
is therefore at 115o. Use of points x and x' (90'and 140o, respectively)
gives the same result. In the same manner, the other three extinction
positions are determined.

In theory, extinction positions should be exactly 90o apart, but in
practice this is not always the case, because of strain in the objective or

STAGE SETTING

Frc.2. Diagram illustratingthe change in intensity as ananisotropic mineralis rotated
on the microscope stage under crossed polars. Extinction positions of grain are midway be-
tween points of equal intensity, x and x', and y and y'.

elsewhere in the optical system, or because the analyzer is not quite
perpendicular to the polarizer. An error in the setting of the analyzer (or
polarizer) of a fraction of a degree is enough to cause the intervals be-
tween extinction positions to depart fom 90o. These departures pose no
problem, because alternate extinction positions, carefully measured, are
found to be 180o apart. If this condition is satisfied, then as Berek (1937)
pointed out, the 45o positions are the bisectrices of adjacent pairs of ex-
tinction positions. For example, if the stage settings at four extinction
positions are 0o, 86o, 180o, and 266", the corresponding 45o positions are
43o, 133o, 223o and3l3".

Determination of A,. At any 45o position, with crossed polars, the inten-
sity of illumination is a function of the azimuth of the semi-major axis of
the reflected ell ipse of vibration, or A,. At two 45o positions 180o apart,
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1612 E. N. CAMERON AND R. H, CARPENTER

,4, is clockwise from the polarizer direction, and a clockwise rotation of

the analyzer, from its crossed position, equal to ,4,, is necessar,v to pro-

duce minimum il lumination. At the other two, also 180" apart but at 90"

to the first two, ,4, l ies counterclockwise from the polarizer vibration

direction, and the position of minimum il lumination is found by rotating

the analyzer also counterclockwise. In either case, the angular rotation of

the analyzer from its crossed position (Ao in Fig. 1) to the position of

minimum illumination gives the value of '4".
The relationship between the rotation of the analyzer and il lumination

in the four 45o positions is given in Fig. 3. In the figure, Ao is the analyzer
setting perpendicular to the polarizer direction at 0". A1 and As are the

analyzer settings at minimum illumination for one pair of 45' positions.

Az and AE are the analyzer settings at minimum illumination for the sec-
ond pair of 45o positions. A.1 and Aa are midwal'between x and x', and A:

and A,r are midway between y and y'. The point of minimum il lumina-

tion cannot be measured directly with sufficient accuracy- because the

change in intensity per degree of rotation of the analyzer is small near

this position. In measurement, therefore, the points of minimum il lumina-

tion are taken to be midway between points of equal i l lumination on the
curves, such as x, x'and y, y'. From the analyzer settings ,4" may be
determined from the equation:

A r * A ,  A : * A n

: ,4" (uncortected)

' Ihe observed value of ,4, must be corrected for the effect of the reflect-
ing plate. When the polarizer vibration plane is parallel to the reflecting
plate, the correction factor is less than 1.0 because the plate produces a
rotation additional to that produced b1' the mineral. IIowever, when the
polarizer vibration plane is perpendicular to the reflecting plate, the cor-
rection factor is greater than one. The former case is more desirable as
any error in setting the analyzer is reduced when the correction factor is
applied. A correction factor is not necessary if a reflecting prism is em-
ployed, but it is extremely important that the prism be properlv aligned.
The procedure employed for determination of the correction factor is
given by Cameron (1961). For the Leitz microscope used in this study,
the correction factor is .79 at 589 mp.

The precision of measurement of -4, by the photometric method is
found to be * 0.02o to + 0.03o, whereas the precision of measurement by
the visual method is never better than *0.1o and in some cases is *0.2"

or more.
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+3  Ao  -1

counterclockwise clockwise

ANALYZER SETTING

Frc. 3. Diagram illustrating change in intensity as analyzer is rotated over a mineral in
each of the four 45o positions. Points Ar,s and Az,r represent minimum illumination for 45o
positions separated by 1800 and are midrvay between points of equal intensity, x and x/,
and y and y'.

Determination of 28. For visual determination of 28 the polarization
figure as observed in monochromatic l ight is used. The mineral is brought
to a 45" position. The analyzer and mica plate are inserted at their zero
positions (Ao and G10, Fig. 1) and then rotated simultaneouslv unti l
maximum blackness (minimum illumination) is produced at the center
of the field. The figure is now a black cross. Viewed orthoscopicall l ' ,  the
mineral grain is dark. The angular rotations ol analyzer and mica plate
from their zero positions to the positions of compensation are respec-
tively AoOAr' (: A,p) and G'OGI0. From the angular relationships be-
tween 4,, G1'OG10, arrd A,B, the angles cuc and 0c (Fig. 1) are calculated as
follows:
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The vaiues of dc and 6c thus obtained must be corrected for the effect of

the reflecting piate, using the factor employed in correcting the ob-

served ,4,. The value of 2d is now calculated from either

tan 2,j : tan Ac sin 2aG, or (3)

sin 2u : sin Ac sin 26c, (4)

in which Ac is the phase difference of the mica plate for the wave length

of l ight employed. The mineral is now rotated 90o to a second 45o posi-

tion, and the procedure is repeated.
In the same manner the value of 2d is calculated from settings at each

of the other three 45o positions, and the fi.nal value is obtained as the

average of the values for all four positions.
In applving formulas (1) and (2), depending on the minerai under ob-

servation, any of four possible cases may arise. One of these is shown in

Figure 1. It is i l lustrated by breithauptite, for which calculations are
given below. Calculations involved in the other cases are described by

Cameron (1961,  pp.  122-131).
The weakness of the visual method for determining 2d is that the eye

is not very sensitive to different degrees of darkness, and experience has

shown that reproducibil i ty of results in general is poor. Values for 2rl may

have a precision as low as *0.5o or even +1.0o, depending on the
mineral.

The photometer is more sensitive than the human eve, but the rate of

change of intensity is very smail in the region of minimum illumination.
I{owever, this difficulty is avoided in photometric measurement because
positions of minimum il lumination are determined, as in the measure-

ment of ,4", in terms of symmetrically disposed positions of equal inten-

sity of i i lumination.
In photometric measurement, the mineral is brought to a 45o position.

The anall-zer is set at A1, A2, A3, or Aa, whichever corresponds to A, tor

the particular 45o position of the mineral. The mica compensator is then
inserted into the accessory slot. A curve similar to that of Fig. 3 repre-
sents the relationship between il lumination and rotation of the mica

compensator. The mica compensator is set midway between points of

equal intensitv on the steepest part of the curve. The midway point cor-

responds to a point of minimum il lumination. Next, the analyzer is ro-

tated while the mica compensator is fixed and a point of minimum illumi-
nation is defined for the analyzer. The mica plate and analyzer are em-
ploy-ed alternately in this manner unti l the settings cease to change, indi-
cating that compensation is obtained. The same procedure is followed
for each of the other 45o posrtions. The settings of the analvzer and mica
plate at each 45o position are now used to calculate A,uand G1'OG10, and
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from these the values oI A,, all and B6 are obtained from equations (1)
and (2). The values of 2rl calculated from the four sets of values of a^ and
Bs are averaged to give the final value of 2t9.

Experience indicates that values of 2d measured photometrically with
the apparatus here employed have a precision of * 0.1o.

MBasunBlrBNT oF THE RoreuoN Pnopnntros oF BRErrHAUprrrE

The results of measurements of breithauptite are presented as an ex-
ample of the precision that can be expected from the photometric
method. Comparable results have been obtained with other minerals.
Measurements were made on a large grain of breithauptite, all parts of
rvhich showed extinction simultaneously. A Leitz 45 X objective (.85 n.a.)
was used in the experiment. The mica compensator employed has a phase
difference oI 16.2o at 589 mp. The area of the grain exposed to the photo-
multiplier tube was approximately 20 microns. The area of measurement
was free of visibie imperfections.

The 45o positions are accurate to * 1.0". The corresponding error in the
determination oI A, is * 0.01. Two independent sets of determinations of
,4, on a perfectly leveled polished section gave an uncorrected value of
3.55"+0.02 '  (589 mp.) ,  corresponding to a corrected value of  2.80"
+ 0.02o. Values ior 28 were calculated from the angular relationships of
the analyzer and mica compensator, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.
For breithauptite, using corrected values of A,, A,u, and Gr'OGro,

-4, - Gr'OG'0 : 2.80" + 0.02' - 5.72" + 0.1' : 292" + 0.1o : ac
, { . 8  -  G r ' O G l o : 2 7 1 +  0 . 0 2 '  -  5 . 7 2 ' +  0 . 1 ' : 3 . 0 2 ' +  0 . 1 o :  g c

Using these values for as and 0c, and 46 for the mica plate in equations
(1 )  and  (2 )  g i ves  2 t l : 1 .70 ' *0 .1 ' .

RoqurnrlmNTs FoR AccunarB MBesunruoNr

If measurements of the precision indicated above are to be obtained,
the photometric system must meet the f oliowing requirements:

1. The intensitl '  curves obtained by rotation of the stage (Fig. 2), ro-
tation of the analyzer (Fig. 3), and rotation of the mica compensator
must be s1'mmetrical about points of minimum intensity. In the ex-
periments made to date, this requirement is satisfied within the
Iimits of error when the system is properll '  aligned.

2. The grain area measured; i.e., the area from which l ight is received
by the photomultiplier, must have its center at the center of the
field of view.

3. The objective must be carefullv centered.
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4. The polished section must be carefully leveled.
5. The grain area measured must be free from pits, scratches, or other

defects visible at the magnification employed and rnust show no

internal reflections.
6. 'Ihe photometer should be used only at wave lengths at which it has

adequate sensitivity.
7. Both lamp and photometer circuits must have a high degree of

stabilit.v.
8. All optical elements should be kept as dust-free as possible.

Ev.qr,u-q,troN ol rHE PnororrBrnrc METHoD AND CoNcLUSToNS

Photometric measurement of rotation properties is at least 3 to 5

times more precise than visual measurement. Photometric measurement

is free from the subjectivity of the visual method. Except for the speciall l '

adapted Wright slotted ocular, the apparatus used for measurement of

rotation properties is the same as that employed in measurement of uni-

radiai reflectivit ies. The chief disadvantage of precise photometric mea-

surement is that it is t ime-consuming compared to visual measurement.
The iatter requires only a few minutes each for measurement ol A, and

2rl, whereas precise photometric measurement oI A, for a mineral grain

may require as much as 15 minutes, of 2d as much as 30 minutes. The

technique has value, however, for determining standard reference values

of the rotation properties of anisotropic minerals or synthetic materials.
In addition, it has potential applications in studies of crystal orientation
in ores and metallurgical products, since A, is a function of crystal

orientation. Finally, greater precision in measurement of rotation prop-

erties means that use of these properties in calculating indices of refrac-

tion can now be explored. We are currentlv investigating this matter.
For routine investigation of ore minerals, the photometric method has

additional importance in that it can be employed, without a special

ocular, as a substitute for the visual method. In this case, it is only
necessarv that the analyzer be equipped with a vernier so that its setting
can be read to 0.1o, and that a rotating mica compensator be availabie.

With this simple equipment, the precision of measurement of ,4" wil l be

at least that of the visual method, and 28 can be determined with some-
what better precision than by the visual method. The time of measure-
ment of ,4, is now reduced to a few minutes. The procedure of measure-
ment is essentially the same as that described above.
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